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Wilber Pearlman Star Music Depqrtin
Before First Nighter is

8000 at Music Festival

By MARION SUMMERS
"The Corn Is Green", one of the
finest productions that the Speech
and Drama department has presented this season, opened last
night to a full house.
The entire cast, without excepBy CHARLEEN LITTLE
tion, carried off their roles with
Today and tomoritw, the San
confidence and ease. Shirley WilJose State college music departber, as Miss Moffatt, the English
ment will play host to more than
school teacher, topped her per8000 visiting students.
formance .in ’The Taming of_the
--OVoil--60--e,anurainities-will be
Shrew": Any memories the audirepresented’ in the second annual
ence might have had of Ethel
Spring Music festival. Cornrrtunia
Barrymore were-forgotien as Miss
ties from Eureka in the north to
-.Mabee made-the role--ber-own-Kin Cit in th so
. Don Pearlman’* Morgan_ Evans
ticipate in the two-day event.
Was equally competent. lie reMr. W. Gibson Walters, assoelate profesmor- of music- at tained the Welsh accent through San Jose State college, and Mr.
:out, and the denunciation scene
Chester Nilsson, supervisor of
was especially memorable. The
musk’ education in San Jose
audience was tense as Morgan sat,
schools, will be clusirtueu of the
down to take the first examinaaffair.
tion that would win him the who;
The festival is snonsored by the
larahip to Oxford.
California School Band, Orchestra,
Stanley Schwilamer as John
and Vocal association, Northern
Goronwy Jones, and Evelyn Mcdistrict.
.
Curdy as Mrs. Watty, provided
Ratings will be given to each
much of the humor that lightened
hand, orchcsti a, chorus, or soloist
The most dramatic scenes. Marie
participating, by experienced muCuzzetti as the wistful Miss Ron sicians. Music instructors from
berry fluttered and Charmed her
Frosno State college; Santa Barway into the hearts of the audibara State college. San Francisco
for
the
Spring
name-tags
fix
the
to
hand
helping
a
lend
majors
ence, if not the heart of the
music
San Jose State college
Squire, a Cambridge man who did MIMIC festival. Brightly colored name-tags will be the admission card for the students at the festkal State college, Santa Rosa junior
from left to right: college, Sacramento State college,
not know how many l’s :there who wish to attend the different functions. Students working on the tags are
photo by Gagnon
Santa Barbara State college, ColBrent Wilson, Kay Fuller, Virginia Guerin, Gene Graves, and Alice Blair.
were in ’daffodil’, exgellently
lege of the Pacific, and San Jaae
ed by Warren Blomseth.
State college will act as judges.
Betsy Smith was a standout as
Sixty-three bands, 36 orchesBessy Watty. Laughter and surtras, 57 choruses, 38 instrumenprise greeted her entrance in the
tal ensembles, 219 instrumental
final scene, dressed to the hilt in
soloists, and 93 vocal soloists
Immune to the "cold war" at
I
emerald green tafretii; cocky and
will appear.
neighborhood regions, the
insinuating.
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Meetings will he held in the
his
of
out
thaws
man
weather
Others in the cast were David
Daily auditorium. Civic
Morris
with
freeze
deep
morning
early
Jenkinson as Idwal Morris, doJose, Calif., Friday, May 5. 1950
XX
XVIII
San
No,
Vol.
" f auditorium, Scottish Rite temple,
a mormur of sleght cloudIness
ing very well with the Welsh
1Methodist church, Adult ’Center
and warmer for today.
language; Tom Winston as RobReel-cation hall, and the First
with
was
65
high
Yesterday’s
hart Robbatch; Doris Milthaier
Congregational church.
clear.
were
40.
Skies
a
low
of
as Sarah Pugh; Robert Collins
as Glyn Thomas; Bryon Rose
as John Owen; Robert
Welbc
as Will Hughes; Joe Roberts as
The progran) for the third an- will lead community singing later
Old Torn; and Judy Levy, Jack
nual May Day ’Breakfast, which in the program. .
Byers,
Morton Fine, Jerome
will be held Sunday, May 7 at
Tickets for the breakfast rnay
MeCaWley, and Martha BOWe
x- be pure ase for one
a.m. n
ar eac
You must have liked it here last
line as townspeople.
ander hall, was released today by from a booth in the Labrars: arch.
jolly musicians, to
The entire action of the play
Helen Davis, breakfast chairman. The Student Y and several church year, all of you
Singing by .the Antioch Baptist youth groups also are selling -them. come -again,- You -are just--.as weltook -place in the living room of
come as ever, but if you get ,your
junior choir and soils* Gloria SurMiss Moffatt’s., house. The set by
By TOM MURPHINE
Plans for the breakfast are
will
-be
featured.
J. Wendell Johnson was expert
under the direction of Gordon’
Louis Zampelini American staid ian
The Baptist choir will sing - Shouldice, program chairman;
and authentic.
of the 1936 Olympics, told a ca"The Corn Is Green’: is good pacity audience in the Little "Nobody Knows the Trouble
Joan Kimble, food committee;
theater.
%lc Harris, decorations; Carolyn
Theater yesterday that the big- I’ve Seen" and "Every Time I
Miss
Surian
Feel
the
Spirit."
Zumwalt and Cecil Webb, pugest thrill of his life was not’
the
Marx is Sewell,
blicity; and
when he broke the NCAA mile 1%111 sing "God So Loved
ticket booth. Helen Davis is in
record, but his biggest thrill tvas World" and "The 23rd Psalm"
charge of the general commitwhen he found Christ as his per- by Mallote.
Her accompanist
tee.
sonal Saviour. The speech was will be Helen Kinsey.
under the sponsorship of the ColThe breakfast is an annual
Invocation for the breakfast
legiate Christian Fellowship.
event, and is. Linde’ the sponsor_-__
C.
W.
will
Rev.
be’
__the
led_
by
The promotion or detriment of --Zamperini held the complete in,-1
Many
ship of -the-Slade:it Y.
student -faculty relations through terest of his audience during his Washington of the Antioch Bap- church youth groups .are particithe use of the Thrust and Parry hour-long talk. He spoke of the tist church.
Gordon Shouldice pating in the program.
column of .the Spartan Daily vras miracles that occurred to him
discussed yesterday by the Fair- during the war which allowed him
ness committee.
to be alive today. He related his
Dwight Bentel, head of the experience of crashing in the PaJournalism department, attended cific when he was a bombadier
the Fairness meeting to hear the for the Army Air forces.
discussion _initiated at his request.
"I was trapped under a ma- F
BOtRel stated that the-pra-- -chi" gait mount," Zamperinlrecalled,
when
the
plane
blems posed by the. printing of
G. contervhce. today.. said that the
DAVIS, May 4.- Robert
crashed at- OVer 1E0 MPH." He
student letters of accusations,
president of the Univer- U. S. defense budget, -how ex
__Alearaans...vr_absereatiana are ean.._ t_Ixplained . that while the plane Sproul,
’
_
_ _
_
ht
.-Where
rarlug caught on a rivet, cut- today that contracts for the eon- will be lower -iW-itte-fixad-yearlato
*--.
-rettts
ts---/atbite
2tektit
a
i -the b’e but tstrue-t4ohltzli flea/91611km- ilallar-1852.
lin"’
the rilh-t-Of the student’ publlea- "’lc
’DR; T. W. liacQUMillIE
pulling hini clear of the doomed food technology ’building at the
’
Actually, the President said,
was
considered
bee n signed.
and
lion begin
aircraft, :This was merely the D a% is campushave
be toes steppe on, please remember
to be the main issue. In order to first miracle." Zamperini said.
Sproul said actual construction-of the defense budget will
is that we have 7000 of -our-own
country
because
the
smaller
lessen friction caused by the let- ’
Only Zamperini, the pilot, and the building would cost $645,622 not alarmed in any sense of the people, too, and that crowds the
ters of indiscriminate persons and
a gunner survived the crash. "/ but equipment and other costs word about the international campus.
to promote better faculty-student
my knees and prayed when would increase the total to the situation.
Next -year, we ,might have a
understandings, Mr. Bentel re- got to
I
made
it to the life raft " Zam- million dollar mark.
new Music building to shbw you,
-quested that a recommendation
--perini declared
and it will be a humdinger:If I
BUDGET DECREASE
BOROUGH RESEARCH
governing the column and considdo say so. We have the money,
he
explained
that
Zamperini
WASHINGTON, May 4. -PresLOS ANGELES, May 4.- UCLA
ering the rights of all concerned
over $800,000, and the land, and
and the other two men on the raft ident Truman, lit his weekly news
studying
are
scientists
political
formulated.
be
most of the plans. We should have
received water miraculously durborough
a
adapting
of
methods
A separation of legitimate and ing their 47 days on the raft. "It by having handfuls thrown at system of government to Cali- the building when you come again,
if and when.
questionable criticisms and their took us awhile to wise up to who them.
fornia metropolitan areas, Assemproper treatment was taken un- was doing this for us. At first we
San
Thomas,
Vincent
blyman
delegates to the 51st California
During his two and a half years
der discussion by the fairness thought we were just plain lucky," of confinement by the Japanese, Pedro, said today. The experts Congress of Parents and Teachers
Zamperini
said.
reached
was
decision
No
group.
Japanese will present their findings to were told by Dr. Roy E. Simpson,
ZamPerini told an account of he met three Christian
but full consideration is to be givguards. He said they risked their Thomas’ interim committee on State Superintendent of Public Instrafed
was
life
raft
his
when
borough study for use in a deen the question by the group’ and
by a Japanese "Sally" bomber. lives to give him a little extra tailed report to be released next struction.
a repart will be formulated.
He pointed to the big populathought
I
first
"At
care.
or
food
"Every spot on the raft lad bees
they were crazy," Zamperini said, January 15.
tion boost expected to be estab:t was felt by the committee hit by bullets, we weren’t
lished by the current census,
"but later I found that they conas a whole that the responsibil- touched by the bullets," ZamGREATEST GAIN
Christian.
brother--a
me
a
and urged Californians not to
sitlered
ity for observing the rules of fair penal said.
SANTA CReZ Max 4 --Cali- look upon necessary changes reThe Olypinic star stated. that brother."
conduct and respect toward (Alm
-kamperlal said he alwaya was fornia has made the greatestgain idling from the lacrosse as a
students, faculty, and administra- after he was captured by the Jape;
with money and had ’big ,in its history in "the greatest thorny ’problem, but rafter at
lucky
the
on
being
than
worse
than rested mainly with the stu- it was
wealth of all -human resources," a challenge.
life raft. Prisoners were fed rice convertibles’.
dens,
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Skilly’S Corner
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Our college is becoming unique to the present March Melodies. In
That was the best Revelries I
that instead of adding campus this case, however-, the ‘Contest
in
have ever seen. I had many good events
year by year we seem to be would include fratenrities, sororiinvoluntary laughs, much fine en- losing them.
In order to stem the tieS, dormitories and other indetertainment, and my face wasn’t tide, your Spartan Daily has go,ne pendent living organizations.
red any of the time.
rissociated Colle6iate Press
to work end suggested Mothers’
At the present time the fraternI am glad we can put up an en- and Datil’ days on the campus.
ity and sorority singing contests
tertainment
that’s
decent,
and
*On Wednesday the Daily, with are hell on separate dates. The
Office: Publications Building (B93) on E. San Carlos street.
well done. In behalf of San Jose
Press of the Globe Priating Co., 1445 S. First street, San Jose
the cooperation of Glenn gart- Daily believes that the affairs
Editorial, Ext. 210
Telephones: CYpross 4 .6414
Advertising Dept., Ext. 211 State college, I congratulate Dick ranft, Spartan athletic director, stand greater chances of lasting
Subscription Price: $2.50 per year or $1 per quarter ibr non ASB card holders. Pritchard and all who worked released the news that the San success if the Sponsors of the two
with him to make of Revelries this
game events will agree to staging the
MILT RICHARDSBusiness Manager year, something of which we can Jose State-Loyola footballSpartan
BOB SKILLICORNEditor
to be played Oct. 13 in
contests on a single day. What
Jack Russell
News Editor
Sports Editor
,
Dan Hruby be proud.
stadium has been designated as better day could there be than
Bev Lymburner
Society Editor
Desk Chief
- Florence Ross
My own understudy did a good "Dads’ Night game."
Mothers’ Day when the audience
Editorial, Photo Editor. Wally Wenzel
Wire Editor
Bill Raver jobbetter than the original, I
- The purpose of Dads’ Night is will be composed of admiring parFeature Editor
Helen Davis thought. He was so good looking, to allow our dads to see our col- ents_ and fellow students?
Meke-up EditorsBruce Brohman, Fred Burbank, Sins Goldman, Cherie’s Little, too, and had such a good voice. lege, our campus homes, and to
Donnie_Numss, Morton Summers.
The Daily would very much
But his refrain"I’ll tear that
Copy DeskBruce Brohmen, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Ron Marcus, Ross thing down if it’s the last thing I enjoy with us the extra-curricular like to talk over this plan with
activities which are so valuable a
Massey, Homer Slater, Thad Spinola.
fraternity, sorority aiid dormiReportersJack Angius, Firmo Cambianica, Bill Chambers, Edward Conkls, Bar- do"I’m afraid I’ll never see the part of our college life.
tory representatives. Only by
In most cases, it’s poor old
bara Deemy, John Dremel, William Epler, Francis Errota, Albert Grossi, day. We’ll have to use that High
close cooperation can we hope
Moses De Gutman, Roy Hurlberi, Alan Long, Tom Murphine, La Verne School just as soon as we get it. dad who pays the bills for us
to make these special days the
Potts, Douglas Prestage, Edward Roper, Elmer Rodrigues, Jeanne Thomas, However decrepit, it will be bet- during our undergraduate days,
successes which they should be
Jerome Thomas.
ter than the tin huts. I’d like to no here’s a golden opportunity to
ADVERTISING STAFF
on Qur campus.
tear those things down, too,, "if show him our appreciation by
Office Manager
Beth Watson it’s the last thing I do."
that
guest
to
be
our
him
_Inviting
The Daily has started the ball
Salesmen...Fred Allred, Min-Baker, Beverly Beier, John liardecos, Dick Biome-he
Some Interesting hi St
has
John Blackwell, William Ernst, William Francis, Edward Gasper, Dick Grant,
rolling. But it’s along .hard uphill
The success of the affair, to a road that must be clknbed before
Ralph Lamont, RaV Lehmkuhl, Ray Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben Pettus, Vin- swirled around the Presidents in
past years. One of them was fired large degree, will depend on the plans
cent Scampini, Frances Sterling.
are perfected for Mothers’
for firing a young woman student. amount of hospitality which stu- and Dads’ days. We’re, going to
He said she had told a naughty dents display toward the visiting need other organizations to help
story, but-the court said-it -wasn’t dads. We hot* that fraternities, with the pushing and if any groups
Revelries Lives On
naughty, so they fired him.
rorftres-, dandrories- and other
so inclined they might come
Then another man was almost groups will see their way clear in to the Daily office and we’ll tackle
The 1950 Spartan Revelries show, "Low Button Shoes, has joined
fathers of their mem- the problems together: .
its predecessors as afond memory in the minds of San Jose State ridden out of town on a rail. They haujui
- had a torchlight procession one bers as -dinner-guests before going
Are there any volunteers?
college students and faculty members.
night, and the next day they told out to tile stadium.
This year’s production not only was a succcess at the box office the president that if he didn’t
The Daily also is .making plans _Warsaw. Poland had a popula1)4+. will be remembered as one of +he- best musical-citrneePet proditceil get out of town -prono, he’d head -for a camfatt,wide Mothers’ Day tion of 1,300,000 in 1939. It lost,
the next procession, with nothmg celebratien. We could have an all- during the war, approximately
here.
on but feathers and molasses. I’m campus barbecue for the mothers 700,000 dead. During World War
Director Dick Pritchard, his associates and the cast have every glad people are not like that to- and then follow that .p-with an
II the United States and Great
right to feel proud of their show. They clearly demonstrated to any day.
all-campus singing contest similar Britain together lost only 555,000
will
support
a
clean-humored
students
that
San
Jose
State
doubters
lives.
show. Too many people erroneously believe that college students
of
this
type
unless
The
1950
Revthey’re bawdy.
won’t support shows
elries attendance figures prove otherwise.
Pay-As-You-Go Check
’’Low Button Shoes" has helped immeasurably in making State
There’s no minimum balance
required, no monthly service
etudents realize what an important part Revelries plays in the social
charge. You merely buy ten
life on Washtngton Square.
blank checks for $1.00. use
them like any other checks,
The final curtain may have fallen, but’ Low Button Shoes lives/on! Bill Pentony, ASB 4736, and
the Ret-s was argued for, fought
and when they are gone,
for and in’ general was plenty
Thrust and Parry.
you get ten more.
say
that
We
can
getting.
Read your letter in yesterday’s tough in
Bonfire Or Fizzle?
The
Thrust and Parry, Bill, and got from personal ’experience.
- Once- again San Jose State college students-are being- given a quite a few kix out of it. You = As *for your* insinuation ipt -a
Bank
National
First
chance to show that ’they are capable of conducting a student affair should write script for Bob Hope, Lambila Chi Alpha "st9eked"
of
San
Joss
3
Bill, your sense of humor is ter- staff, there is ONE Lambda Chi
on an adult basis.
w
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
rific. There was one mistake; you in the office, and he is on AdverThe Deans’ committee has given approval for a b nfire rally as forgot the FACTS, so we dug tising staff not Editor ial
part of the fall Homecoming activities this year. Thejbcnfire rally is them up for you out of the Spar- staff. It would be worth a nickel
tan Daily file.
to find out the reason for your
_scheduled for Nov. 9 at the Santa Clara -County fair rounds.
anirnosity towards the Relays.
three
last
of
the
period
a
Over
The deans qualified their approval, however, bJ saying that they
They are certainly enjoyed and
10
ilreceived
Revelries
weeks
Homecoming
are in ,favor of the idea, only as long as the plan, *hich
lustrations totaling 104 inches; welcomed by Spartans; they are
Hand finished Shoes
Chairman Dick Russo pretentecl to them, is f011owed.
Pushcart Relays receive 3 -illus- absolutely free; they are open to
For Men
The plan calls for help from the San Jose Fire department, which trations totaling 28 inches. As for all organizations; they afford an
wiil extinguish the blaze and for supervision of the fairgrounds by the stories, Revelries received 12 stor- afternoon of fun, thrills and
Featuring
college Police school.
ies worth 132 inches while the laughs; they are well run and
brought State some swell cityBonfire rallies were held here prior to the war, but like Spardi Relays got -6 adding up to 33 wide recognition. What’s t h c
Prices
Gras they died because of the foolish actions of a few thoughtless inches. The largest cut for the Re- beef?
inches
by
6
column
2
lays
was
Patented
students.
Revelries proved a financial
while Revelries had one measurThe bonfire ’rally can become one of the outstanding Home- ing 3 columns by 6 ir.ches and success; received PLENTY of
Styles
timely publicity; enjoyed its best
coming week events. Student conduct will determine whether it does had FOUR of a 3x5 size. ,
or whether it dies a second time.
The above figures do not take night on Friday, the day of the
into consideration the editorials, Relays, so it seems that your letadvertisements and announc e- ter was written on unfounded or
Easy Come -Easy Go
ments that the Daily also ran for misinformed hearsay. Enjoy the
spring weather, Bill_ and by the
The phrase easy come -easy go" seems to apply lo rome of our Revelries. They do not take -into way, the Daily file is always
consideration
the
large
amount
of
sister state colleges. They have an easier time getting building funds space allotted to the original 1950 available in case you would like
:from the state and do a better job of spending the state’s money in Revelries that was postponed, or to check the facts!
Bill Francis, ASB 3155
educating their students. A recent report from the State Department that the Pushcart Relays space
Dave Woods; ASB 1050
of Education says that it costs less to educate a student at Sari Jose was "amassed" in a grand total
State than at any other sten College. And who gets the smallest four days!
Published daily ’by the.Asseciated Students of San Jose State colieg, except Saturday and
Sunday durina the college year with one issu during each final examination week.
Member

11 Thrust and Parry
What’s the Beef, Bill?

PPi Cfrj

‘State. May .e we shout aba-ridon
come - easy go’’ bandwagon.

our

Thrifty ways nridTom the easy committee appreciater the cooperation of the Daily, but you can
ask the editor, the make-up editors, the news editor and the photo
editor and they will tell you that
each and every inch of space for

Out of the Past
Five Years Ago

"A restrained V-E Day will be observed in San Jose," states Dr.
James DeVoss, dean of the upper division. "War plants and stores
here are going on as usual when the announcement comes, and so
will -we."
*
Spring football practice is’progressing rapidly, and Coach Bill
lqubbard is now teaching l!is squad the technique of body blocking.
Highlighting the entertainment Spardi Gras day, between 3:20
will be ’tia 20-minute varsity football exhibition by the
for the fall season, announces Milo Badger, gentraining
eam 4sow
re! chairman.

ond 4 p.m.,

Sacramento Junior college counselloi’s will he on the San Jose
to confer with transfers from
State college campus Thursday. May 10,
James C. DeVoss.
Dean
announces
Jose,
San
Sacramento to

Moffett to Hold
Open House Soon
The ,U.S. Naval Air Station,
Moffett Field, will hold an open
house for the public on Armed
Forces day, May 20. The gates
will be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Displays of equipment and methods used by the Armed Forces
will be shown.
In San Jose ABC
means
ALWAYS BETTER COFFEE

of

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

Mr. Rieke’s, Northern California director of the Anti-defamation league, will speak in tilt Little Theater at 9:30 a.m. Monday
on "Injuries and Injustices Suffered by the Jewish People", according to Dr. Clatide Settles, associate professor of sociology. Interested students are invited to
attend.

TOMORROW’S STYLES TODAY
San Jose
36 So, 1st St.
Stores in
Long Beach
San Francisco
Hollywood
Oakland
Portland
Sacramento
Seattle
Los Angeles

"For that
Special date
it’s
San Jose’s

Plime
(PRIME RIB FROM THE CART)

-Magnet Board Betsy Smith, Marie Guzzetti Portray
Arise, Woment
New Method Interesting Characters In ’Corn Is Green’
Revolution
By MARION SUMMERS
For IA Class,
There is nothing quite like the dressing room atm.osprere on the night of the final dress rehearsal. Is At Hand
Betsy Smith and Marie Guzzetti, in costume for their respective roles of Bessie Witty and Mrs.
By ED CONKLE
A new development in classroom instruction- is being utilized
by the industrial arts and art departments this quarter.

Ronberry in "The Corn is Green", were excited and enthusiastic.
Betsy, a 21 year old. junior from Los Gatos, claimed she had "butterflies in her stomach for the
first time." "Bessie is a part I’ve wanted for so long", she said, "and now I’m playing it."

It is the use of a magnetic composition board for arrangements
In design. The principle of the
board lies in the use of small magnets which are glued to thin
pieces of wood or metal in the
form of rectangles, circles, triangles, and other shapes.
.
Once placed on the hoard, which
is metal, the magnets stay, and
become mobile so that they can
be pushed into any design or arrangement desired.
Responsible for initiating the
use of the magnetic composition
board here are Mr. Wayne
Champion, industrial arts instructor, and Mr. Robert Coleman, Instructor In the art department.
Mr. Coleman ’has
used the board In the teaching
of abstract design while Mr.
Champion has used it as applied
to balance and design in furniture construction and arrangement.
Thus far, however, the magnetic
composition board has been used
only to a limited extent in two
or three classes, but Mr. Chempidii describes the idea as having
"great poksibIllties." USing the
magnets with blocks of wood representing furniture’ or buildings
are good examples of the board’s
possibilities. To a considerable extent, it makes the use of sketches
and drawings obsolete.
Dr. James MacConnell. an instructor in school planning at
Stanford, Is largely responsible
for the use of the magnetic
composition board in this area.
He has used or initiated its use
in traffic Instruction in the high
school, in sports and school
building planning.

MARIE GUZZETTI

Ted Hook Does
Choreography
For ’Shoes’
Unlike many men, Ted Hook
likes to dance. In fact if the
future unfolds the way he wants
it to, he will make his living
either dancing or showing others
how to dance.
The 20-year-old drama major
from Oakland, became interested in the stage almost 18 years
years ago when he watched
some playmates perform in a
make-shift theater. Since then
and prior to his college career,
he has had his own backyard

CHURCH

Clements, Pratt
Guests at ’Y’ Lunch

DIRECTORY
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Second and St. John Streets
.m.Holy Communion
Sunday.
9:30 am.Church School
11:00 am.Morning Prayer and Sermon
7:30 p.m.Canterbury Club
Arm Howard S. Scholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phone CYpress 3-7953

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
(United Lutheran Church in America)
Rev. Clarence F. Crouser, AB: ’23
59 E. Julian St.
Sunday, 9:45 a.m.Church School
II a.m.Morning Service by pastor.
7 p.m.Luther League.
TED HOOK

FIRST
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
80 S. Fifth Street

11:00 a.m."Leverage that
Lifts that Load"

A girl of quiet authority, Betsy
has had several years Of acting
experience,
including roles in
"Love For Love", "Candlelight",
and Royal Family", at San Jose
State college. Last . summer she
played in "No Exit", presented
by We Players Workshop at the
Montgomery Theater. Her work
in "Family Album’ this season
will be remembered as a comedy
highlight.
Dressed in a middy blouse
and pleated skirt, her hair in
pigtails, Betsy really looked the’
part of 14 year old Bessie Wattty.
"Not only do I look the part,"
she laughed. "Everyone calls
me Bessie."
Marie Guzzetti, a vivid Manhattanite, is so in love with the
theater. that it shows. .in. every
gesture.
"I’ll play anything and everything I can possibly play, but mytT
first love is Tennessee Williams.
I’d love to do Blanche in ’A
Streetcar Named Desire.’"
Marie is 24, and a junior. She
and her husband, Joe Guzzetti,
also a drama major, plan to return to New York in September.
"Then we will start beating
the pavements."
Because her husband is a Californian, Marie left New York and
came to San Jose State college.
While in the east, she played the
lead in "Angel Street" for the
New Hartford Players. She scored
in "The Taming of the Shrew"
this season, and her Mable Grace
in "Red Peppers" revealed a
strong flair for broad comedy.
"Acting is a wonderful profession," she remarked, her eyes
sparkling. "And actors aren’t as
wacky as a lot. of people think
they are. They are warm, and
very human."
Obviously, Marie Guzzetti belongs to the theater.

Mr. E. W. Clements and Mr.
Lowell C. Pratt will be the special faculty guests at the "Meet
Your Faculty" lunch to be held
today at 11:30 a.m, in the Student
Y lounge.
All students are invited to attend and bring their lunches, according to Jim Martin, executive
secretary of the Student Y.
This is the third of a series of
lunches Sponsored by the Student,
Y where faculty guests are invited. According to Martin, the
purpose of the lunches it to allow
the students and faculty members
to become better acquainted with
each other in an informal atmosphere.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
Second & San Antonio Stripa’
TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 cm., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 cm. High Collegian
Dept. of Church School
Wed., 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
College Age Group: "Senior B. Y."
6:I5 Sonday evenings. The group
Isis wide awake mooting’ each Sunday night. Out si d spookors oie
brought in from tints to time. A weekly of social activitios rs satedukd
throughout the school year. One Sunmonth ttus group gout to Ai
day
Odd Fellows Home to hold services.
,-Ihr grasp ales sponsors other activities as the flood arises.

Tsk! Tsk!
Pantie Thief
Pleads Guilty
Romance. and spring fever beating in the heart of one Alfred M.
Quintel brought about his downfall and a subsequent tangle with
the San Jose police department.
On the night of April 25, while
passing Pratt Hall, he saw a
co-ed’s unmentionables fluttering
on the clothesline so he made
off with them.

CV

Lace-trimmed, they were, too.
Two days later, after discovering the name of the victim he had
robbed, he phoned Pratt Hall,
saying he had a line on the scoundrel who had stolen the lacy objects and that he would assist in
their -recovery if she would meet
him.
She kept the date along
Detectives Charles Bosque
Ross Donald whom she
tipped off.
They recovered the loot
closet in Quintel’s home at
S. Ninth street.

.4

e.

4

with
and
had

THE COOP

a. San& dim* 961.

"DRUMS"
with
Sabu, Raymond

in a
1695

Massey

IN TECHNICOLOR

The final .curtain of Quintel’s
escapade was rung down in the
Police court of Judge Percy
O’Connor when Quintel pleaded
guilty of petty theft and was
given a suspended sentence of 30
days.

and

"BUCK PRIVATES"
with
Bud Abbott and
Lou Costello

GIVE TO WSSF
Invest in Tomorrow Today

185 S. First
1338 Lincoln
San Jose
320 University Ave.
Palo Alto

6.1111).

tor. Several weeks ago he studied ing motorboats kick up big waves
under Miss Jean Erdman at Stan- which damage gondolas and
frighten gondola passengers.
ford university.
In -spartan Revelries "Low
Button Shoes", Hook assisted
Miss Vaux Mervy as choreographer. He applied all make-up
to the cast, and would consider
working with make-up If his
hopes in dance don’t follow
through.
Since he is pqmaiily interested
in show dancing, he plans to study
with the Hanya Holm’s School of
METAL CRAFT
Dance in New York after gradSUPPLIES
uation. Miss Holm, Hook said,
of
being
called
has the distinction
Brass. Copper, Aluminum
upon to choreograph many BroadMetal Tooling Tools
way musicals and her students
Moto! Tooling Patterns
seem to follow in her steps.

Have your
morning coffee at

475

FridaySaturday

Scared Venetians

.H.

II

A! FAIR

25rot

stage. It was there he began to
get interested in the art of
make-up and lighting effects.
Ted feels dance is valuable to
people who don’t wish to express
themselves orally because they
VENICE, Italy, May 4 (UP). can release their expression in the
The city council met today in an
form of body movements.
Two years ago he took a master attempt to settle a strike of gonIrbzoii -Lon. L’hitHeJ -Weidman, a doliers.
In

REV. FRANZ, Pastor

BETSY SMITH

By JEANNE THOMAS
the
"Comes the revolution,
shackles that have been placed on
Spartan co-eds will be. undone!
The oppressed are weary of the
cartels that bind them. It is the
time for action, arise and follow
your sisters in battle," is the bat’
tie cry of a small but mighty determined group of Washington
Square euties.
Wiese gals, it seems, are getting blisters from the adhesive
tape-type of dating that is prevalent on this cartel-happy campus. "It’s getting so a girl can’t
even speak to a date’s fraternity brothers any more, lest he
think she’s fickle," the revolutionists complain.
Seems the girls are -pining to
fraternize but are curtailed by
the rules of dating etiquette posted on local house bulletin boards.
The Cartel System of dating,
(that’s B,ig Business vernacular
for "the boy what brung me has
priority") is getting under -the-collective peaches and cream skin
of the local feminine contingent.
Popular concensus of opinion
rejects the social instability of
the system. Only those shackled
few who are pinned, engaged or
permanently bound, truly enjoy spending an entire evening
(average six hours) dancing
under the same pair of masculine feet.
Accoriling to the lovely Sherman Anti-Trust act advocates
here, this rusty chain of accepted
behavior in the, American Male
eventually must be broken. The
fire has begun to blaze. The question is how many men will be
scorched before the wake up?

Big, Bold
PRINTS predominate this spring
Cotton skirts . . . chintz
skirts ... pique skirts.
Picolay skirts . . . rayon
faille skirts . . in big
florals, colorfill stripes
and novelty patterns
also solids . . . that’s the
story this spring.

$3.98 to $10.95
SIZES
10to Ill

.

’7’.

4

-

.4.
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Delta Zeta Wins
Scholarship Prize;
Chi Omega Follows

Sorority Tells EVeutj

Cr,

A Chi 0 Cues
National Prexy .

A Chi 0 Sororiy
Holds Initiation

Initiation ceremonies for Alpha
Mrs. Malthow Ht Scott, national president of Alpha Chi Chi Omega pledges ,were held
Omega, was a guest at the annual Sunday morning at the Catholic,
A Chi 0 scholarship banquet Mon- Women’s Center.
Scholarship averages for the 10
Initiates included Edna Anday night.
national sororities on this campus
rs each active drews, Mary Bartholemy, Pat
The banquet honors
were released Sunday by Helen
and pledge according to her win- Brizee, Janet Coombs, Sally DickDimmick, dean of women.
ter quarter grad e" average. man ,Jean Fiorini, Sharon KongsThe fall quarter scholastic tabA Chi Os having below a 1.5 aye- le, Lorraine Lackey, Elsie Lawulation shows_ that the 608 San
"Blossom Time", annual semi-’ have been invited to the affair. rage are commanded to wear son, Wilma Loomis, Nadine CasJose State college sorority memformal dance of Theta Xi frater- Prominent guests for the eve- formals and are served mush. A tor, Ruth Papineau, Cora Perez,
bers made an average of 1.595,
nity of San Jose will be held to- fling will include Mr. Donald 1.5 average entitles the girls to Elizabeth Pitman, Lucille Snider,
Miss Dimmick snnounced.
Lehi*, Theta XI regiSnal direr- wear dressy clothes and eat veg- Roberta Stine, and Joyce Warren.
Delta Zeta sorority was pre- morrow night in the Los Gatos tor, and members of the coteetables. Girls/ ’with a 1.5 to 2. Golden lyres were presented to.
sented with the perpetual Pan--1 Legion Memorial building; Word- aliag committee.
each itil.
average wear campus clothet
hellenie kcholarship trophy for the Ing to John del Seem, publicity
ha been.en eat chicken. Girls with a grade
Mrs. Spencer Williams, alumnae
’!Bleeennt
Tunehighest overall average, with a chairman.
annual sprin afiilr since 1946 average above 2. can wear any- club president, and Miss Jean;
1.80 group average.
Spring flowers of all kinds and when Theta XI was a local group thing they want and are served Glines, San Jose State college
Other Panhellenic organizations colors will be arrayed throughout known as Mu Delta Pi. This tra.
graduate, were honored guests. steak.
ranked as follows: Chi Omega, the hall. "Only the natural beauty dit ion
Nadine Castor and Lorraine
lived even After the gren13-1---A-regular-ineeting was held_fok
1.66; Alpha Omicron Pi, 1.6203; of flowers will be used in our affiliated with the national fraLackey, Melva- recognition pins
Kappa Kappa Gamma, 1.6173; scheme of decorations," Lee Tay- ternity, Del Secco stated. At the lowing Or banquet.
for having_the highest grade point
Alpha Chi Oinega, 1.6136; Delta lor, chairman of the decorations present time the organization has
average at a luncheon following
Gamma, 118; Gamma Phi Beta, committee explained.
30 persons. Offia membership’
the ceremonies. Esther Guerra re1.54; Alpha Phi 1.52; Kappa Alpha
Dancing to the music of cers are Keith ’Nelson, president;
ceived a pin for being the -active
Theta, 1.5166; and Sigma Kappa, Leroy Martella’s orchestra, will Lee Taylor, vice-president and
showing the best scholastic im1.5035.
be approximately 2541 persons, secretary; Dale Wilson, treasurer;
provement.
del Seer stated. Members of fleorge Sweet, corresponding see’J
the Stanford and University of retary, and Phil Armi, sergeant Of
Pi Kappa Alpha Vice-President The convention dates areii.
California chapters of Theta Xi arms.
Tom Burch has been chosen by his to Sept. I.
While in Ohio, the chapter repfraternity brothers to represent
them at the 82nd annual national resentatives will attend the lead ership training school for chapter
Pi K A convention in Ailfust
officers. The school is held on the ’
was
announced
this
week-.
Sunday, May 7. is the day for
campus of Miami university at Phil Crimmins, senior industrial Oxford Ohio.
the Delta Gamma’s Mothers’ ’day
Chi Omega sorority initiated 34
Ruth Mahr, Donna Monroe, arts major from San Francisco,
brunch. Both- alumni and mothers
of the DGs will be honered The pledges recently. Ceremonies took Betty Morse; Jean Quadros, Joan was chosen as the alternate delepledges will entertain and the place at the chapter house on Rogers, Patsy Savage, Betty June gate. The two men will be sent
by the chapter to Cincinnati, Ohio.
group that sang in the March Sixth street and at the Catholic
Withey, Nancy
Melodies will re-enactMir per- Women’s center.. --------- SVmith, Barbara
Those initiated were Pat Ab-’ Walton, Norma Welch, and Marformance.
General chairman for the af- lett, Jackie Avery, Martha Craft, cia Whitaker.
FRI SAT.
Lucy Vail was the model initifair is Charlotte Hardy with Billy Crowell; Lou Anne DeLude,
Sally Hart in charge of decora- Peggy Dodds, Shirley Erickson, ate and officers participating in
Nina Foch
George Raft
tions and Carleen Fisher taking Doris Evans, Elizabeth Findlay, the ceremonies were .Melba Sills..
Dora Hanlon, Doris Heringer, president; Pat Marshall, vicecare of the food.
The Old Morrison estate on the
Nadia Herter, Frances Hoffman, president; Janice Wolff, treasGloria Knotts, Jane Howard, Pol- urer; Kay Sproul, pledge captain; corner of N. Fifth and Julian
PLUS -ly LaMont, Nancy Lee, Anne Barbara Watts, secretary; Flo streets has been selected by KapFOR DELICIOUS MEALS
John Wayne
Leicham, Patricia McKim, and Taylor, herald; and Virginia Ken- pa Sigma Kappa, international
PROPER ATMOSPHERE
"I COVER THE WAR"
fraternity, as its future home, it
yon and Lois Williams.
Barbara Holler.
was announced recently.
AND REASONABLE PRICES
SUN.MON.
The well-known San Jose resiTry Our
Dana Andrews
Susan Hayward
dence will be the scene for the
organization’s pledge dame May
12, according to Jack Scheberries
and Bob Solomon, house chairmen.
AND
Alice Faye
Tyrone Power
The center of social activities in
By DONNIE NUNES
San Jose for many years, the
Al Jolson
Moms, will he called to the aid with green trim to be the fin- Morrison place will be revamped’
"ROSE OF of their Delta Upsilon sons today ished product. Interior decora- andmodernized when present fraOpen Air Bar-B-Cue Pit
WASHINGTON SQUARE"
and tomorrow when a rummage tion was done earlier this year ternity plans are completed, the
for Banquets is now open
TUES.WED.THURS.
sale is held at 262 S. Market under the auspices of Harry chairmen said.
Future plans--house
Powers.
street.
Janis Paige
Wayne Morris
The Mothers’ club will conduct party next week.
for members of Alpha Chi Omega
lioroctw
the sale with the help of Prexy
When ’pledges were honored at
El Camino Ral
Sun and sand are in the offing the annual "Paradise Ball." Herb
Bob Schatz and the anticipated
week-end
this
31/2 miles from Santa Clara
Alpha
Phis
fortune will go joward furnishing for four
Patnoe’s orchestra provided the
PLUS
the’ new chapter house on 11th when they travel down Carmel melodies for the affair at which
Bowery Boys
way. Jane Clausen, Diana Anson, 75 couples, were present.
street.
"HOLD THAT BABY"
The DUs are unique in that they Maxine Mazzanti, and Betty CamSaturday, the A Chi 0 pledges
are the only fraternity at San eron, with bathing suits in hand, played, turnabout and entertained
ALWAYS A
Jose State college which operates plan to get some of that old Mr. the actives. Nadine Caster, DoTWO-COLOR CARTOON
two houses. Bob King is in charge Sol before Monday niorning class- lores Stricker, Elsie Lawson and
of arrangements for the two-day es roll around again.
Sally Diekman, pledge officers,
sale and his mother, Mrs. King,
put heads together and came up
is chairman of the affair.
Gamma Phi Beta and Sigma with some _novel entertainment
.
.
Pi joined together last Monday and refreshThents.
AOPIs will don peddle pushers evening for a social get-together
and trek to Shangra-La Sunday at Stew Pinkston’s home. Tom
afternoon to conclude welcoming Hardy and Dave Millovich arceremonies of their newly initi-. ranged details concerning food
ated members of the sorority. and entertainment. The evening
Angie Panelli will take over the dosed with dancing and a skit
planning for the affair and Newt& by the fraternity pledges.
Kriege will be the most sought ’after-gal by arranging for ’the
Hot dogs and mustar& will be
food.
ih. Pw
_gabbled by
night tne members Kappas tomorrow
Tomorrow
er a rugawvi
V
will told__an_over-night at the clay of swimming and volleychapter house. Sunday morning in Santa Cruz. A be-lated May
Made to Order
25 pledges will take The final step day celebration is the occasion for
into the national group.
the affair. Scott Chestnut, Can

Theta Xi Holds Annual
’Blossom Time Spring Ball

Pi K A’s Choose
R
epresentative

of

.
Delta G’s Give
Mothers’ Brunch;
Pledges Will Sing

Chi 0 Initiate Pledges

Old Morrison Estate
Will be Future Home
pa Sigma -Kappa

"JOHNNY ALLEGRO"

"MY FOOLISH
HEART"

Southern Fried
Chicken
$1.50

CI 9

"YOUNGER
BROTHERS"

Come out tonight to
13th & Gish Road

Leather Craft Shop

Jib

Complete line of
Craft Toon
and Leather
WALLETS
HANDBAGS
BELTS

NORRIS . . .

Cottons for the "COAST"
NEW SHIPMENT

sim

LET US HELP
YOU GET STARTED
73 t: SAN FERNAN4)
CYpress 3-6624

Paint brushes will wave tomorrow when the whole "conglomeration" of Delta Sigma
Gammas _get together to perform æiajOi operationhmise
painting day. Pete McLiughlin,
house manager, as boss-man reveals plans for
white house

MOTHER’S DAY CARDS

Fine Quality

GREETING CARDS for all purposes
Figurines, Matches, What Not, Napkins
MONTAG’S STATIONERY
Social and BUSiMOSS Printing
WEDDING INVITATIONS

MELVM Printing and

Stationery

118 S. SECOND

Chomsen, and ’George Sousa are
some of the Phi Sigs who, with
weather permitting, plan to soak
up those ultra-violets.
Theta CM and Delta Upsilon
fraternities will join forces at
noon tomorrow to begin 13 hours
of leisure amusement. Pogonip at
Santa Cruz has been chosen as
scene for the rendezvous. Softball, swimming, volleyball and
uke playing will occupy busy DUs
and Theta Chit; for the afternoon.
Starting at. 9 o’clock a 13
piece orchestra will play for the
fellows and their dates. Bob
Custer, Theta Chi, and Bill
MO11011214 DU, have been making all arrangements and expect
sbatit 200 persons to partake in
the day’s activities.
.
Last week-end was a busy. one

PATTERNS

Yes, we have them. The new patterns and
new colors with the hard screen look. Perfect for the Coast at Santa Cruz.

980 and 1.19 yd.
36 inches wide

NORRIS’
"San Jose’s Store for Yardage"
268 S. First St.
CY 2-1787
daworimpoworaroweervempeemeaveamorapverwireaworw

_
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Seekers Will Hold
Joint Meeting
The Methodist "Seekers" club
of San Jose State college will hold
a joint meeting with the Stanford
Wesley foundation Sunday, May
7, at 3 p.m. at the John D. Crummey residence, according to Bob
Fossgreen, publicity chairman.
The afternoon program will include swimming, tennis, and oth-.
or recreation activities. At 7:30
p.m., the San Jose and Stanford
group will hear Salom Rizk, author of "The Syrian Yankee". A
discussion, beginning at 8:30 p.m.
will be held on the topic "An Individual’s Responsibility to World
Peace."

Tau Gam,ma Adds
5 New Members
Tau Gamma, women’s physical
education honorary group, will
receive five new members into its
ranks
at
initiation ceremonies
Sunday. The affair will be held
at 8 p.m. at the home of Ruth
Laine in Santa Clara.
Lloyda Thompson is president
of the .organization. Other Officers are: Annabelle Vargas, vicepresident; Dorothy Smith, secretary; Colleen Brook, treasurer;
and Ruth Leine, publicity. Miss
Janice Carkin and Miss Ardith
Frost are faculty advisers for the
group.
Businessntan Will Speak

A Phi 0 Initiates
San Jose State college’s Alpha
Phi Omega, national service_fraternity. will send "delegates" to
an inter-chapter beach party at
Half Moon Bay Saturday.
A Phi 0 members from California, Stanford arid Santa Clara
will join the Spartans in the af
terrtoon get-together, according
to-F’red Westphal, publicity chairman.
Twenty-four new pledges were
admitted to Alpha Phi Omega
’membership last’ week; according
to Wtstphal.
Those sworn in to the ranks of
the national service fraternity
were:
Edward W. Ellis, Henry Bias,

Milton Winters, Harold Fonda,
Norman Marlett, Lionel Cross,
Thomas Lambert, Karl Sherley,
Wallace Leung, Gordon Hain, Robert Zender, George Amundsen,
Dania Marshall,
Dan Sutton,
William Stairs,
Clifford Hurt.
William Molyneaux, Edward Ord,
James Nist, Charles Wing, Leonard Marks, Robert Deen, Melvin
Cochran, and Herb Magee.

munity, and when new buildings
he will
are being constructed
stand a good chance of getting a
job if he applies early enough.
4. He should go to a state or
private agency for assistance in
finding a job, because such an agency will be better qualified to
locate one for him.

Mr, McKenna stated that when
Mr. McKenna said that the
an applicant goes to an agency
to seek a job, the personnel con- Acorn agency takes 25 per cent
the applicant’s first month
sultant has to make a quick depay after (tints secured a job
cision as to whether or not the Iof
for him. This fee Is for "assistprospect is qualified for a job.
ance In obtaining a job."
"If an agency sends an ern,
"The agencies usually save the
player an unshaved and care- applicant
a great deal of valulessly dressed applicant, it is
able time, thefefore, a fee is
taking a chance of jeopardizing
charged," the personnel consultIt contract with the employer,"
ant continued. "If the job is not
continued Mr. McKenna,
good for 90 days, then the fee is
He gave four Important rules refunded."
that the applicant must follow
when applying for a job:

Drive-Inn ’5’

Girls

PIER BATH HOUSE and LUNCH ROOM §
COWEL

BEACH

Hot Water Showirs and Dressing Room
PRICES
Change for the beach
’’,..hange and Shower
Two changes, Shower and Clothes checked

DeVoss, West
Attend Meet

The deans will hear an address
by Everett M. Chandler, administrative analyst for the State Department of Finance, on the State
proposed reorganizaion of the administrations of the 10 state colleges.
This reorganization plan has
been the primary topic of discussion among the local faculty members for several weeks.

Delivery Service - Ph. 3870 Doc & Monica

.15c
.2k
.35c

ENTRANCE TO WARF

..w...,:womowowwww-we".64,-.5,401.1.44ww..41.14.4.10).

at beautiful
BEN LOMA ND
SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS
Complete ...
HOTEL FACILITIES
Filtered Swimming -Pool
BANQUET ROOM
Largest in
SAN LORENZO VALLEY
Phone Ben Lomand 4

2. If applying for office work,
he should be familiar with the
tools of the office, such as typewriter, adding machine, and
other calculating machines.
3. He should know the corn-

Deans James C. DeVoss and Joe
H. West traveled to Los Angeles
last week to attend a three-day
conference of the...deans of the
California state colleges.

CHICKEN VILLA

AT

"Looking presentable is one of
the most important qualifications
when applying for a job," said
Mr. Donald C. McKenna, personnel consultant of the Acorn Personnel agency, to Mr. William J.
Saunder’s 12:30 Personnel Problems in Basiness class recently.

Mr. Ted Shebs, industriat salesman for the Johns-Manville corporation, will speak today --before
Mr. John W. Aberle’s marketing
classes at 8:30 and 9:30 in Rani
139. Mr. Shebs will describe in1. He must analyze himself and
dustrial policy in salesmanship to
his abilities to determine what
the group.
type of job he should seek.

Chicken in a SaAka

Front and Laurel

PersoneHExpert Talks
To Business Students

Newspapers
And Women

7

FAMOUS...
for it’s beauty. The garden spot of California.
Over 400 different varieties of trees and shrubs imported
through the world.
The most delicious Cheese-Cake east of the Missippi.
Food that has ben famous throughout the Penninsula
area for ’tears.
Zan Z

...7a1/3

Rochy

4-miles N. of Santa Cruz
on Los Gatos Highway

Louie Zanze

DINE WISELY!
in a
Friendly atmosphere
enjoy
_American

goof
load

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

According to a cynical writer,
newspapers are like women.
Why? Because they have forms,
back -numbers are not in demand,
they have always the last word,
they are well -worth looking over,
they have a great deal of influence, you can’t believe all they
say, there’s small demand for the
bold-face type, and they’re thinner now. Every man should have
one of his own and not borrow
his
neighbor’s.
The Bermudian, Jan., 1946

91/1
112 SOQUEL AVE.

Babbling Brook
FOR FINE FOOD
A LA CARTE
Luncheons - I I :30 - 2 Week Days
Dinner - 5:00 - 8 Weak Days
SUNDAY DINNERS 1 - I
Clased Mondays

Vareo"
FOUNTAIN
and
SERVICE
CAR
From Beautiful Girls

CROSS ROADS BAR-B-Q
311 Pacific

Open All Nit.

SaiiTaCruKOsiiirendw
1025 taursol St.
Telephone 4020
Mr. and Mrs. T. E: Schwarz

HOT BUTTERED
POPCORN
The Big 50c
BEACH PARTY SIZE

RLY LODG

Nak,CARMEL POPCORN
"HOT" ROASTED
PEANUTS
CANDY APPLES
ICE CREAK4
(Hand-Packscl)
.. and for your sweattooth

1

iii

1’I

Ilk

11111111111111111

Chocolates, Brittle:, Clusters

kannelken

HOTEL1324 PACIFIC AVE.

NEAR THE PALOMAR
Open

8:30 P.M.

151/2 mills north of Santa Cruz on Highway No. 17.
Cocktails 1:00 P.M. to Midnight
Pinner 5:30-N0:30 P.M.
Dancing 9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. on Saturdays
’ions
Open every day of the week. Telephone Santa Cruz 4637-M for r
OUR HOUSE IS YOURS
Jim Wiles
Ralph Button

5

Push ’Em Up, Pete
4

AA All-Coast Hurlers
eet in Bronco Tilt
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Netters Seek
12th Triumph
.Coach Ted Mumby’s netsters go
after their fourth successive win
today at 1:30, facing once-defeat, ed Sari Francisco State college in
San Francisco, The Gaters’ one
defeat was handed them by the
locals in an early season skirmish.
The Buchanan Heights netters
are mentored by Don Farmer,
who also handles the Gater cagers during the winter months.
Farmer’s racket -swingers will be
an improved team from the one
the Spartans licked in March.
Ed Jacobson is the San Francisco teams’ No. 1 singles performer. In a challenge match last
week, southpaw Alex Swetka took
over the No. 2 spot with a straight
set victory over Bob Downs who
Is now the Cater’s No. 3 singles
player.
Mumby will throw his strongest combination at the Friscans.
The locals have taken 11 out of
15 .meetings during the year, and,
six out of the last seven.
Butch Krikorian, Spartan singles star, w Ft( participate in Fresno’s Mid-States tourney starting
Saturday, but will be in the Raider lineup in today’s matches. Chet
Bulwa, Dave *Parnay, Bob Castle,
Dick Russo and Don Gale will fill
the remaining singles spots.
Krikorian and Bulwa will pair
off in doubles play, probably
meeting Downs and Murphy in
first doubles. Castle and Gale will
play No. 2 doubles and Russo and
Parnay No. 3 doubles.
3r...e Set. FOR AU

VISITORS TO

CALIEORNIA

FASLILOUS. HISTORIC TH wILIOH

GOWN, (Ally CAL..

for Dean Giles at first base, Torn
By ROSS MASSEY
Two 1949 All-Coast p itchers Okagiiki, 2b; Wilbur Concklin: 3b;
may hook up in a hurling duel Don Lopse, ss; Walt Johnson will
tonight at
Municipal stadium handle Mesa’s pitchei behind the
when the San Jose Spartans bat- plate.
tle the classy Santa Clara Broncos
Santa Clara’s line-up will be:
at 8 o’clock,
-Curt Patterson, lb; Bobby Ward,
Lefty Hal Tose is scheduled to 2b; Captain Bob Ferrari, 3b; Ham
take the hill for the Broncos to- Toso, ss; Bobby Fiorre, If.; Joe
night and Coach Walt Williams Nally, cf; Frank Lico, rf; and
will coiunter with his ace, Pete Dan Buckley, C.
Mesa, The slugging Broncs. who
San Jose and Santa Clara will
have a .264 team batting average, have lost 6 and won 5 in match base knocks’ again this seaCIBA play this season. The lat- son at Washington Park in santa
est blemish on the Santa Clara Clara.
record was the third loss of the
season to California by a score
of 4-1 Wednesday.
American League: Chicago 15,
The Broncos play Stanford next
week and Coach Patty Cottrell New York 0; Cleveland 5, Boston
may decide to start one of two 4; Detroit 8, Philadelphia 5; and
senior righthanders, Galen Nor- St. Louis 5, Washington 1.
quist, 0-1, or Dave Smith, 0-0,
National League: Pittsburgh 3,
and counter with Toso in the lat- New York 1; Brooklyn 10, -Chicater stages of the game.
go 2; Boston 12, Cincinnati 6; and
Coach Walt Williams’ "giant Philadelphia 9, St. Louis 6.
killers", led* by Pete ’Mesa, will
sport a new line-up with emphasis on batting power. Dave McCarty, a 6 ft. 210-pounder who
previously was a catcher, will
start in right field, and speedy
Earl Wright will patrol center,
with Tom Burch completing the
outfield.
The infield is the same except

Baseball Scores:

"Pistol Pete" Mesa, star righthander for the &MC diamondeers
will fog ’em in tonight against a strong Santa Clara Bronco nine
from up The Alameda. Mesa is the Spartans’ No. 1 hurler although
he has lost six games and won none. His earned-run average is a
respectable 3.43. Pete mixes a quick fast ball with a good curie.

Conflict Is On

Pete Mesa Still, Looking
For Lady Luck, Victory
By DAN HRUBY
Spartan Daily Sports Editor

For centuries, literary men have envisoned luck as a tall, lithe
woman who taunts and tantalizes the heartstrings of men for a time,
and then drifts on leaving behind a trail of static humanity.
To some men, capturing the love of this quizzical creature means
untold we_altk a succetsful career, or even a sweepstakes prize, but

to residents of the sportsworld, it
signifies blue ribbons, touchdowns
and base hits.
Most athletes have occasional
Pleasanton 4, Calif. brushes with Lady Luck, but
those sho have retained her
presence are few and far between. Once gone, she rarely
returns, and to lure her back is
a feat deserving of notice by
everyone.
Tonight, local sports fans can
watch this conflict take place.
Peter Mesa, a broad -shouldered,
dark-haired lad with a fast ball
like Bob Feller’s and a curve with
the kick of a Model A Ford crank,
will attempt to do the near-imBOWL FOR . . .
possible.
Before Richard Pete Mesa arrived on the San Jose State college cmapus in 1947. he had meetat the Home of
ings with the Lady, but ironically,
they were not connected with
baseball. Pete sprung himself 20
ft. in the broad jump, ran a Tformation football team from the
quarterback slot and starred on
Women’s
P.E.
and
Man’s
the basketball team while attendclasses held here.
ing Fremont high of Sunnyvale.
iy
i" Paiva, Tvfgr.
for a losing ball dub, and he
W hour. a full lina if
was -considered a eap- prospect
Bowling Ball Bags and Shoes
for college baseball. Finally, the
Lady smiled on Pete’s baseball
escapades and he began to ride
the crest of success. It wasn’t
just luck that put the starFOUNTAIN & LUNCH
board-armed youth in front, but
Open from 10 AM.
a jugtui of talent that Miss
Limb couldn’t ignore.
Last season, Mesa waxed perfection personified. He won live
172 W. Santa Clara CY 3-9727
league frays, losing none, and finished the campaign with a 6-2
mCIIINO

Toso Will Toss

Vintell IN( SUN SoliNtS ALL Int IiHmE.
itrodara AaFut am’ awe AArtA V4
Rossi
WIWI Halm swami MOONING H 39 150 0u01 RANCH
artRWAsT- RAOKI SHOW IllOAnsloRING NAM FAMOUS
101 surd KW. FINI 1000. ronwour MING Sww. 151.
OANCI COCIL/AILS wars MK C01.01. O01.1VONS /OWN

Akautame.4

FUN

Spartan Bowlers

12 Lanes

JOSE BOWL

If it’s quality gas and
attendant service you’re
looking for ... stop in now.
WATCH THESE PRICE%

Reg.
Ethyl

$AAVON
SERVICE STATION
Corner 4th & William

21.40
23,40

standard. It was a four-lane glory
turnpike which Pete travelled
When he was chosen as a pitcher
for the NCAA All-Coast baseball
squad. Things looked great for
1950.
Pete is Deserted
But as Clytemestra deserted
Agamemnon, coquet t is h Lady
Luck left Pete Mesa without a
word of regret. This season, the
Sunnyvale chucker walked into
the clOudiest portion of his career.
His straight
ball still
hopped, his curve wrinkled more
than ever and his control improved, but he couldn’t win a ball
game.
Pete has hurled in ten games to
date, finished six of seven he has
started. He has not been knocked
out of the box this year, but he
hasn’t won a ball game. Pitching
65 innings, he has lost six games,
struck out 59, walked 52 and sustained only 25 earned runs. His
ERA is an admirable 3.45.
Admittedly, the present nine
isamat the college’s all-time beaLbut the team has won 10 games
and Pete has been shut out; -ror two months, he has endeavored
to lure the lady back into the
fold, but without success. Tonight could be the night.

ROLLERLAND

SJS Golfers
Play Moragans
This afternoon the Spartan golf
group returns to the Bay area to
meet the Gaels from St. Mary’s
at Richmond.
Earlier this season SJS handed
the Gaels a 19-7i defeat.
San Jose State college golf
team lost its second match of
the year yesterday when the
University of California handed
them a 19-8 defeat at Miravista.
Warren Macesaywas-the -only
Spartan to win his match. He
took all three points.from Don
Brunk, the Bear’s No. 1 man.
In the other half of the first
match Ted Hecht, SJ, lost three
to. Frank Minch.
Jay Hopkins and Joe Zakarian lost to Bears Charlie Haight
and Ted Eng*, 614-2!’z. in the
second match.
Bud Watts and Leo Foley fared
no better, dropping their match,
71/2-1!i4.
Leo EKart, the Bear’s No. 6
man, had the day’s low medal by
posting a 72, followed by MacCarty’s 73.
J’4"s Win Again
The Spartan junior varsity golf
team kept its unbeaten record Intact by trouncing Menlo SC 22’24’ at Hillview Yesterday.
Hiram Loveland, who was involved in Wednesday’s auto accident, took medalist honors by
carding a 76. Teammate Dom
Pagano hail an 86 for second low
ball.

SHOES
ACCESSORIES
Skating Sess;ons Niftily From 8t.m.

PHONE CY 2-3292
For Party Reservations

1066 THE ALAMEDA

ABSOLUTELY NO
FLAT NOTES
WHEN YOU DINE

ekte6
I Mile North of Mt. View
...BANQUET

ROOM

Special student dinners every
Sunday from 4 to 7
Closed Mondays A Tuesdays

-REMEMBEHE---SERVICE=BOOKS140.75 Value-for-11.5O
Get Them While They Leith!!
at
58 So

OINK CLARK’S TENNIS SHOP

Fourth

The present dismal season of
the horsehide clan probably has
soured the hurler on SJS baseball
and tonight’s contest May he one
of his last local appearances. It
will depend on the result of his
attempt to combine his natural
abilities with just a break, or
maybe just a smirk from the
Lady.

Steentf

San Jose, Calif.

You Won’t
Get Hooked
IF YOU PLAY - - -

VA Official Visits

GOLFETTE

Mr. J. D. Murchison, representative for the California Veterans
Administration will be In the Veterans office, Room 32, tomorrow
morning to interview all students who are ’on the California
Veterans bill.
He will see students from 9:30
a.m. until noon, especially those
who plan to attend college under
the 53illferi)CyZeraw,b1,11,
.A

SKATES

IT’S FUN - - - IT’S DIFFERENT
18 Ho/es
Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday
Located

z

25c ,
7 - I I P.M.
I - II P.M.

Mile South of Mountain View on El Camino

Cindermen Slight Choice
_Retain CCAA crown
Judo Action
The San Jose Stateludo team
will meet a team from Santa
Rosa junior college May 12,
in the !trot of two challenge
matches. According te, Coach
Yosh Uchida, the first Npatch
will be held at 7 p.m. in the
Santa Rosa gym. Uchida said
that he will pick his 15-man
team thls Wednesday.

GIVE TO WSSF
Invest in Tomorrow Today

T

High Jump, Pole Vault Events
To Highlight Meet at Cal Poly
By DOUG PRESTAGE
Twenty-six San Jose State college varsity trackmen, defending
CCAA titlists, head for San Luis
Obispo tonight for tomorrow’s
conference. championships at Cal
Poly. Heats are scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m. with finals com.
_mg_at 2 p.m.
Led by Co-captains Mel Martin and -LaVerne mated"
the Spartans are alight favorites to keep the team crown
they have held since 1947. San
Diego State college should be

Golfer Kin. Rests
In Health Cottage

Caught la Inkl-arr is Ronnie
Maire,top3p1tabil broad Jumper, who Is co-favored in his
event in tip coiderence meet
at Cal Poly tomorrow. Madre
has leaped’ 23 ft. 8 3, 8 In. this
year.
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Bill King, San Jose State colgolfer who sus-Wined a brok
en ankle in an auto ageident on
the LOs Gatos-Santa Cruz highway Wednesday afternoon, was
admitted to the Health cottage
yesterday, according to Miss Margaret Twomb ly, head of- the
Helath and Hygiene department.
The Spartan junior was first
treated by a Los Gatos physician
who later called in a San Jose
bone specialist. King then was
where he spent the night.
King and teammate Hiram
Loveland were enroute to Santa
Cruz when their car, ’driven by
King. skidded and overturned
twice Loveland escaped without
serious injury.

close second. with Peppeidine
in third position, either Fresno
State college or Santa Barbara
State college In fourth place,
and Cal Poly bringing up the
rear,
’Martin and George Mattos will
be tangling with some of the
-opposition- to be found
in the country. High Jumper Mart-a -mark -this-year of 61!.
5 in.. will match leaps with Jack
Razzetto (6 ft. 81/4 in.), San
Diego sophomore, and Wilfred
Dancer (6 ft. 6’i in.) of Santa
Barbara. Minos (14 ft. 5 in.) will
compete with NCAA champ Bob
Smith -(14 ft. 5 in.) of San Diego
in the pole vault.
Whether Bob Crowe, who won
the century and forlong for the
spartarfs- tar year will be in ’top
shape for the meet is unknown.
If not. Eali.probably will replace
him in Ihe.longer dash.
The -availability of Don Davis
alga IrcTLIIN/U1. Coach Bud Winler plans to -switch Bob Nicola.’
from the 440 to the 220, if Davis’
condition does not improve. Rueben Derrick then would be moved
_from the KW to take Nicolai’s
place.

SJHS Edges Frosh Netmen

l’p and over in the pole vattlt
Is Spartan George Mattos, who
meets a familiar rival Saturday
I,, NCAA Chump Bobby Smith.
Each , vaulter has reached 14
ft. 5 in. this year.
Mattos and Smith tied for
first in the C(’AA meet last
year, setting a new record of
13 ft. 11 3 8 in. Mattes went
on to tie for fourth place In the
national. collegiates while Smith
won the event at 14 ft. 3 In.

The’ freshman tennis f o rt e_s
dropped a 3-2 decision -to the San
Jose high school Bulldogs in
matches played on the Backesto
park courts Wednesday.
The preps were trailing after
the three singles matches were
le up he match
pay , u
when Roy astro.and Coburn Jewell took a doublet win_iroM Spae=
tababes Bud Edmonson and Bud
m
Nicholas, 6-2, 1-6, 6-4. The clinchgive NIP
er came when Menlo Kawakami
Freshman track coach Walt and Jordon Freitas won by deBealey will display his yearling. fault over the locals second douscanty-dads
on Spartan
field bles combine.
Frosh victories were scored by I
Ithis afternoon. The locals will not
winner over I
be competing against an oppon- , Wayne Thiebauld,
I
ent, but against each other. Those I Ernie George 6-3, 6-2, and War- 1
who are impressive in the eYes of ren Van Dusen who trimmed Dave I
the frosh mentor will make the Caldwell 6-3. 6-0. Joe Brown droptrip to Santa Rosa for the Junior )...c1 his first singles match to
Boyd Faulk of the Bulldogs 6-3,1
AAU meet May 31.
With the dual meet schedule 6-3.
cOmpleted, the Santa Rosa meet

Frosh in Jr. AAU
Tr ials Here Today

Mother

an Allraclive

Oft

from

Read:

SEX
ON THE CAMPUS?
MAY

Coronet

NOW ON SALE

AUTO RACES

FRIDAY NITE
HOT RODS
SATURDAY
NITE
HARD TOPS

Dave McCarty, Sparta’s
catcher, has been switched into
the rightfield area. He will flag
down the bariebill in tonight’s
Santa Clara contest.

KEN’S PINE INN
255 S. 2nd
TASTE TREATS ARE YOURS
FOR THE ASKING

_UNCH
DINNER

SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
$1.00 With A.S.B. Card

SAN JOSE
SPEEDWAY
ON TULLY ROAD

treat yourself
to a good meal.

Come in and

I

SHORT BLOCK FROM STATE

frosh a longer season, already
made short by inclement weather
which caused cancellation of two
meets. Bealey believes he has several boys who will be important
cogs-on the--varsIty-rinder sqijd
next year.
Outstanding first year performer during the year was Weightman -Johnny Alsup. Alsup tossed
the discus 148 ft. unofficially, 146
ft. officially. Other standouts included distance runners Jim Simpson and Al Weber. and sprinter
Carl Harrison.
Despite dual meet losses to Visalia and Modesto junior colleges,
and to the Stanford frosh, the
Washington Square yearlings completed their campaign with an
upset victory over Fresno State
college frosh in the Raisin community last week.

Two Balks Give
SC Frosh 8-7 Win
Two balks and a stolen base
provitlea.11-.---ic
8-7.
-ful the Santa-Clara yearling base all viine-lirir itgfilt encounter With
San Jose State’s frosh yesterday
at Santa Clara’s Ryan field.
"S par tan hurler A. Pedretti
walked the first. batter to face
him in the last of the ninth with
the score tied 7-7. A balk, a stolen base and another balk forced
the winning run in. San Jose’s
14 hits, with Pedretti’s homer,
were to no avail.

Winter-Receives
LA Relays Invite

That
long-awaited invitation
from the Los Angeles Coliseum relays finally has arrived.
Bud Winte r. Spartan track.1
coach, received a letter from the
California committee ’
southern
yesterday, asking for San Jose’s
co-captain, Mel Martin, high jumper; George Mattos, pole vault;
Bob Crowe. 100-yard dash, and
440- and 880-yard relay quartets.
Long noted as the premier cinder carnival of the nation, the
relays perennially bring together
the best trackmen in the country.
The meet will be held on Friday
night, May 19.
Winter has " tentatively listed
Crowe, Don Davis, Jim Gillespie,
and La Verne Hall, Spartan cocaptain,
for the quarter-mile
team, and Crowe, Davis, Owen
Moore, Stu Inman or Bob Nicelai for the half-mile- event:

MARGE’S

LEATHERCRAFT SHOP
Leather Goods
Made to Order
Repairs & Refinishing
Lessons in Leathercraft
COMPLETE LINE OF
LEATHERCRAFT
SUPPLIES
Call CYpress 2-6316

330 E. William St.
Off South 8th

0WrilIP-1145

"UP THE RIVER"
IN CAPITOLA
ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful
If

i(ock

evoin/

45-minute drive to "Capitola-by-the-Sea."
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations
PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140
mlINO
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Juniors, Seniors Plan Mixer

At Alum Rock Park May 11
Juniors an seniors will journey to Alum Rock Park Thursday
afternoon, May I I for their annual mixer.
Activities begin at 4:30 p.m. and continue into the evening.
The affair will be highlighted by a barbecue steak dinner which Mr.
Milton Lanyon. of the art department, has promised to help prepare.
Other features of the mixer
will include swimming and dancing. Softball has been mentioned
as a possibility on the list of mixer activities.
According to Fran McMahan,
mixer committee head, there
will be a door prize but the
nature of the prize has not been
determined.
Booths for sign-ups are located
under the Library arch and will
be open till Wednesday. Tickets
cost $1.00.
The mixer will be lisrdted
only to juniors and seniors. No
one will be excused from class
Thursday afternoon to attend.

NVSF Lists
Fund Figures

SJS Mittmen
Find Nobody
Home at COP
Five members 01 the SJSC varsity baseball team went on a wildgoose chase to Stockton Tuesday.
The varsity had a double
header scheduled with the College of Pacific at Stockton.
They were to leave from the
men’s gym at 9 a.m.
All was in readiness for the
trip. Five of the boys with the
song, "Take Me Out To The Ball
Game", ringing in their ears,
started for Stockton.
Then, the phone in the men’s
gym rang.
A. voice on the phone explained: "The games have been
cancelled b ec a u s p of wet
grounds."
Five of the boys were already
on their way --- what to do?
The highway patrol was notified
to stop them, if possible.
No crowds awaited the five ball
players when they arrived at the
hall park. Gloom descended upon
them..
.
.
But the College of the Pacific
took pity on them and gave
them a free dinner. They even
offered to give them free tickets
to a baseball game between the
San Jose Red Socks and the
Stockton Ports to be played
that evening In Stockton. But
the boys refused the invitation
because of "home-work commitments."
The horsehiders arrived back in
San Jose realizing that there . is
something to the old saying that
"haste makes waste".

World Student Service Fund- reports indicate that early week
_rains hampered booth solicitations
but had little effect on those of
the living groups, according to
WSSF Co-Chairman Dave Down.
Although solicitations from
the Ming groups have more
than held their own, Down feels
that too few students have
noticed the rain-beaten booths.
"However, donations have been
generous during the past two
days," Down said;’
Hoping for a’ final surge today
to put this year’s mark as high
as that of last year, Down drew
comparisons with several other
Dr. Marques Reitzel, head of Pacific southwest colleges.
"Mills college was way ahead
the Art department at San Jose
State college, will attend a meet- considering the size of its stuing at the California School of dent body. Over $5000 was colFine Arts in San Francisco this lected from an enrollment of
I... than 600 students," says
week -end.
Also attending the conference Dave.
According to Down, San Fran.
will be heads of all art schools in.
Conferees cisco Theological Seminary netted
northern California.
will try to formulate a plan for $1080 from 160 students while OcWhittier,
Po m o n a,
evaluating and accrediting art eidental,
schools in the Bay area and Scripps, and Clermont have all
throughout California, Dr. Reit- hit the $1000 mark.
University of California had the
zel stated.
largest single donation ’which will
cover the entire World Student
Petitions for candidates for
Relief budget for Indonesia. Cal
AWS offices should be in the
solicited $20,000.
AWS box in the Dean of Women’s
IT’S THE
office by Monday, May 8, according to Melba Sills, publicity director.
All petitions should include the
candidate’s name, the office she
Student Fellowship: "Church
is running for, and her class.
Unity!’ will be the topic for disOffices open for election are prescussion Sunday evening at 7
ident, vice-prestdent, second’iceo’clock in the Congregational
president, secretary, and treasSOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN church.
urer.
Gamma PI Epsilon: All math
Miss Dora Garafola from the
$175
majors and minors are invited to Flower Basket presented a proan open house Wednesday, May gram on flower arrangements at
10, in the Student Union.
the Wednesday Meeting. Her display of corsages included an orStudent Y: ."Meet Your Fac- chid wrist corsage. A large flower
San Antonio and El Camino
ulty" luncheon at 11:30 a.m, today
LOS ALTOS TURN-OFF
arrangement’ was placed in Mrs.
in the Student Y lounge. Students
Izetta Pritchard’s office.
should bring their own lunches.
Mr. E. W. Clements and Mr.
Lowell C. Pratt are faculty
guests.
Eta Mu Pi, national honorary
fraternity, initiated
Lutheran Student association: merchandising
one adviser
6 p.m. meeting at the "Campus 13 new members and
Center WednesInn," 48 N. Third street, Sunday. in the Student
Morton Marks,
This will be a joint -meeting with day, according to
the Calvin club of the First Pres- president.
Rolf Bondelie was. in charge of
byterian church.
Those
the initiation ceremony.
- Gamma Alpha Chi: All melt - Initiated were:
Harry Anson,
hers must attend Tuesday’s meet- Douglas Batz, Donald Beckstead,
ing in the Spartan Daily office.
Martha Brazell, Edward ButtTau Delta Phi: 12:30 p.m. meet- yan, Geraldine Gibbs, B. W. Har(Across From Civic Auditorium)
ing today in the tower. Formal rison, Janette Ives, Willard OlSAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
initiation at the tower tonight at sen, Harold Packard, Kenneth
Pfleghaar,
Elizabeth
6 o’clock. Pledges see tower door Pat chef t,
Lunch. ()inn.,
Brierldest
Harry Reifschneider. Jack Holfor instructions.
Try Our Famous
land was initiated as adviser.
Delta Phi Delta: 4:30 o’clock
1.r-I-Guad Spare Albs
with Special Sauce
AHorns-Made Chili with Tss1:4(Ks---Rm
Seekers: Clic-CR bulletin --rsosaYd
FrWih Ground Bog
The Education office asks all
French Fried
nir for important announcement.
winter quarter penmanship stuPrawns
Guadalajara American Softball dents to call for their noteANDREE’S SPECIAL
Players: Media noche meeting books In Room 161 by Monday.
Horns-Mado Appl Dumpling
manana back of Jose’s barn in All uncalled for notebooks will
with hot rum Sauce
Milpitas. Don Eduardo Jose Juan be destroyed.
ISmeeth will lead the discussion:
Dims Dish Pies
1"Why the Ilajuna AC Split Wide
Ginger schnapps and
Open Every Day. 7:30 a.m. ’fill I a.m. ; Open."
tacos served free; come early and
Fit.-Sat. fill 3 am.Car Service
avoid the crowd.

Art Head Plans
To Attend Meet

Deadline for AWS
Petitions Set

"For Really Fine Food"

D
PLANTATION

Announcements

Helen and Lefty Bartlett

Frat Initiates

ANDREE’S

Drive-In Restaurant

Call for Notebooks NOW

Dr. Bruntz, 8 Students:
on Asia
Attend-Council
i
3-Day Conference
Coirnmences Today

agnosis and periodonbiology, Coto
lege of Dentistry, University of
California Medical center; Jolla
B. Condliffe, director, Teaching
Institute of economics, Universit
of Califoria; Thomas B. Coughram
vice-president and manager, In.=
ternational Banking department,
Bank of America; Major General
Thomas E. Hearn, former chief of
staff to General Joseph Stilwell;
Melvin Knight, professor of -economics, .University of California;

Dr. George G. Bruntz, associate
professor of history and political
science, and eight San Jose State
college students are going to attend the three-day Asilomar conference starting today in Pacific
Grove. The affair is sponsored by
the Student World Affairs Council of Northern California.
Marvin Opier, acting assistant
According to a bulletin furprofessor of anthropology and
nished by Dr. Bruntz, the consociology, Stanford university;
ference theme is "Southeast
Anthony Sokol, professor of
Asiamajor challenge to AmerAsiatic and Slavic studies, Stanican foreign policy."
Friday’s program will have an ford university; Eugene Staley,
evening keynote address, "Why is research associate, Hoover Institute and Library, Stanford
Southeast Asia a Challenge?"
On Saturday there will be a university; and William Winter,
symposium, "What factors should tele% Wien news commentator,
be
considered
in
formulating former ells news analyst and ..
foreign correspondent.
United States policy in Southeast
Asia?" The symposium will be ’ The eight students from San
followed by roundtable discussions Jose State college are Delores
on these topics:
MacDonald, Lucrecia Tully, John
1. "Nine type of aid ’Cab the ’Creg’orS’, William R. Nichols, WilU. S. give to Southeast "Asia- ’in liam ’gall, Richard Robb, Paul
view of its ’peasant’ economy?"
Bryan, and Charles Day..
2. "Political f a ct ors ’The
problem of Nationalism and Communism in Southeast -Asia."
FRI., SAL MAY 5, 6
3. "What type of alliance will
Riotous Western Uproar
’contribute most to the Security of
Southeast Asia?"
JOAN DAVIS
On Sunday there will be a
roundtable discussion: "A final
consideration of U.S. relations
.with Southeast Asia based upon
Starring Andy Devine,
material presented at the conAdal. Jargons, Jost Sawyer
ference."
PLUS
The speakers are R. Gordon
IT RICH"
"STRIKE
Agnew, -associate professor of di Bud Cameron, Bonita Granville,
Don Castle, Stewart Erwin

"The Traveling
Saleswoman"

Lanyon to Attend
SF Art Conclave.

MOVIE QUIZ
STARTS MAY 12

PALO ALTO
Drive-In Theater

Mr. Milton Lanyon, art instructor at San Jose State college, will preside at a meeting of
the Northern section of the Pacific Arts association tomorrow in
San Francisco. gr. Lanyon is
Northern California president of
the art group.
Marine Memorial club _Slitter
at Mason streets, will be the scene
of the conclave. Several art instructors from Santa Clara county will attend. The commercial
art field will be the topic of discussion at the one day meet.

BAYSHORE HIGHWAY-

Sign-up for Senior Fete
Sign-ups -for the senior overnight will begin Monday in the
Library arch, according to Eugene Hartman, class publicity
chairman.
The class get-together will be
held June 3-4, and is open to seniors only.
Cost of the week -end jaunt is
$6.
The price includes food,
transportation, and lodging at
Asilomar, scene of the affair.
Patrons include Miss Mary Hoot on, Dr. A. G. "McCallum, Dr.
Robert D. Rhodes, and Dr. Carl
Duncan.

, 11,365 ,
West Nan Canes
ey-5-1815
Deliciously Prepared

BARBECUED

Spareribs
Chicken

’Boosters’ Given Today
Typhoid "booster"
administered in .the
today between the
a.m, and 1’:15. p.m.,

Beef

shots will be
health office
hours of 11
according to

of student health.
- These -snots-are- the -second in-aseries of three. The final immuniz
zations for typhoid will be next
week.

THUGUY, OR THE GANG!
Ws Cater to Banquets
and Private Parties
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Classified Ads

PIZZERIA NA.POLITANO
Spaghetti

Dinners
85c and up

and

Pizza

Open from I I AM.
to I A.M.
Closed on
Monday

Also
Pizza priipared
to take out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS
292 SOUTH MARKET

4

LOST
Sheaffer pen, gold and black.
Turn in to Information office. Reward.
POSITIONS
Teachers: _ Department placement now if certificated by summer, Kindergarten, primary, elementary, second a r y, specials.
Many requests for homemaking,
P.E. (girls, boys), H. S. coaches,
music; arts, crafts, shop and otherg.
Regist;alion
frets.
Write:
Asaiired Agency, 577 14th street,
Oakland, GL 2-1505.
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DRIVING

NORCO

FIAWCE.D.

p At.

KID

Laughs? You’ll hove a million of them with this
action parked Idtle guy, swing;ng and swaying
ors springy legs Corning or going he’s always
looking at you with a lovable clownish grin and
feathery hoir, for he’s two-facedl Mode of colorful durable Polystyrene. Fitted with suction cup
and tube attachment for 3 -way mounting on
ear or aerial.

FITS ANYWHERE ON CAR OR AERIAL33

AMERICAN

AUTO
SUPPLY
NORTHEAST CORNER 3rd AND SANTA CLARA

s

